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A number of Indigenous businesses offer customers wildlife viewing tours

Why Has This Resource
Been Developed?

What Is This
Booklet About?

Economic development offers an avenue to
meet our people’s expectations for community
stability and growth while ensuring they
have access to adequate food and shelter,
healthcare, education, and social programming.
Economic development also provides a
mechanism to create wealth for future
generations by building equity and assets
and by growing enterprises and employment
opportunities. This toolkit provides support
and resources to Indigenous communities and
Nations. It provides direction on the essential
processes supporting economic development
when working with external businesses.
Assembled into one place are templates,
assessments and decision making frameworks
that support community leaders, as they
work to create strong, sustainable and vibrant
Indigenous economies

Although Reserve lands cover only a minute
portion of Canada’s land mass, traditional
territories are a different story. Especially in
BC, there is an expectation that businesses
must, at minimum, engage with Indigenous
communities when their operations might
impact Indigenous title and rights. This
expectation is underlined by Federal and
Provincial mandates on recognition and
reconciliation. While, technically it is the
Crown’s duty to consult and accommodate,
savvy businesses know that engaging with
potentially impacted Indigenous communities
early and in good faith is essential to project
success. This kind of Nation or community
to business engagement can provide the
business with valuable information about the
feasibility of a project and smooth the path
to operations. For instance, recent decisions
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by the BC government to phase out at least
10 fish farms in the Broughton Archipelago,
were made largely because these operations
do not have the consent of the Indigenous
communities they impact. These decisions will
have dramatic financial implications for the
companies losing farms.
In 2015, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce
stated that Canada’s ability to leverage its
natural resource endowment depends on
addressing concerns over the social impacts
of resource development, especially as to
how it affects Indigenous peoples and their
communities. Many businesses recognize that
Canada, as a signatory to the UN Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, has
committed to upholding principles of “free,
prior, and informed consent”. We are also
seeing that the tides of social acceptance in
Canada are turning and much of the Canadian
population supports Indigenous actions that
block the work of businesses attempting to
push through their lands without consent.
Further, even if courts side with the business,
those who neglect to create support in the
Indigenous communities they impact have
seen their share values suffer and projects
significantly delayed due to Indigenous protest.
This companion Booklet to In the Black:
Indigenous Economic Sustainability Roadmap is
a guide for Indigenous leadership who want to
expand business and community relationships
in ways that will help communities receive fair
profit and benefit sharing from businesses
currently working or planning to work in your
territories.

Who Is This Booklet For?
This booklet is primarily written to support
the needs of Indigenous leadership, be it
elected, traditional, or economic. Indigenous
communities throughout B.C. are frequently
approached by business interests looking
for partnerships and access to traditional
territories. While some Indigenous
communities may have their own Indigenous
Economic Development Corporations
(IEDC}, as well as leaders with business
expertise managing operations, a complex
business structure and expertise are not prerequisites for successful partnerships with
outside businesses. Many communities have
successfully navigated frameworks for receiving
benefits from businesses operating on their
lands. What is needed is a solid plan and a
commitment to creating the best outcome for
your community.

The Road Map
Although there are many roads that lead
to sustainable Indigenous economic
development, without proper guidance,
communities and individuals can be stopped
or stalled by frustrating obstacles or face
expensive detours. What follows is some
guidance for the process of working with
outside businesses to create community
economic development. Using a map of the
major stages and considerations on the road to
economic development, the following diagram
provides an overview of the process.
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Economic development is a cycle.
Once a project is up and running,
impact assesment will highlight
needed changes, areas for expansion
or contraction, community impact and
changes in support or resistance as well
as any other areas that feed back
into the economic development opportunity.

STOP 1

Assess your
commuinity and
know your
value
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STOP 2

Assess the fit with
your community
economic
development
strategy

STOP 6

Operating and
evaluationg a
collaberative
business

STOP 7

Where do we
go from here?

STOP 5

Determine the
structure of your
relationship

STOP 4

Set parameters
for collaborative
economic
development with
outside agencies

STOP 3

Assess your
leadership and
management
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Learning Indigenous customs regarding preparation prior to barbecuing salmon

Stop 1

Assess Your Community
And Know Your Value

Before entering into an agreement with
a business hoping to operate with your
community’s consent, it is essential to
assess your community willingness and
capacity to participate. It is also necessary
to build an understanding of the value that
your community can bring to the company.
Properly engaging with your community
about their values and aspirations for
economic development is a necessary first
step and not one that should be rushed. In
fact, it is something to invest in even before
a company comes knocking at the door.
Although each community may undertake
their assessment differently, there are major
components that most assessments should
consider.
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These include:
1. Governance and civic capacity
2. Community interest
3. Social asset assessment
4. Physical asset assessment
At this stage, this type of assessment should
be comprehensive but straight forward. If
you decide that your community has what
it needs to move ahead along the road to
economic development, a more thorough
assessment of each of the major components
will need to be done as part of developing
a comprehensive community economic
development strategy.

Several tools for creating community
engagement and developing a community
plan are outlined in Stop 1 in In the Black:
Indigenous Economic Sustainability Roadmap.

members and the company. Engaging your
membership early and often can lessen
conflicts and help to support community
values.

Your community plan leads to a community
economic development strategy (see Stop
2 in In the Black: Indigenous Economic
Sustainability Roadmap). You can save your
community and the company time and
money by having a clear picture of what
kind of operations will and will not be
supported by membership. For instance,
in early 2019, Wet’suwet’en hereditary
leaders and supporters shut down, at
least temporarily, operations to construct
the Coastal GasLink natural gas pipeline.
Elected community leaders were involved
in consultations with the company and
provided approvals to allow the project to
go ahead, as they believed it would proceed
with or without their support. Hereditary
chiefs, however were clear that band councils
have jurisdiction only over reserve lands,
while they, the hereditary leaders, have
jurisdiction over the traditional territories, as
recognized by the Delgamuukw case. It was
the recognition of this jurisdiction that led to
a work stoppage while the community and
company resumed discussions. While this
case will hopefully lead to more jurisdictional
clarity, it has been taxing on community

Industries extracting natural resources are
usually found within Indigenous territories
and sometimes close to communities.
While you are assessing your community’s
interests and capacity, it is also worth clearly
describing the value that your community
brings to a business interested in benefit
sharing or partnering. Most companies are
clear that working with local Indigenous
communities requires a willingness to
address social and environmental concerns
and offer sustainable employment
opportunities, as key parts of social licensing.
Employing Indigenous workers can translate
to large cost savings for companies by
reducing travel and accommodation for
workers. It can also mean better worker
retention, lower recruitment costs and
fewer lost work days from transportation
challenges to remote locations. Local workers
can also be better equipped to deal with
changing environmental conditions and have
knowledge that reduces risk to themselves
and others. Companies have a lot to gain
by working with Indigenous leadership and
employing local Indigenous people.

Stop 2

Assess The Fit With Your
Community Economic
Development Strategy

Under ideal conditions, your community will
have developed a community supported
economic development strategy before
businesses come knocking at your door. At
this stage, you will check in with your strategy
and see if this business opportunity fits with

the mission, vision, values and goals that were
accepted by your community.
Next, even if the opportunity fits in with your
strategy, it is worth checking in with your
community and engaging them about the
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details of the opportunity, relationship and
capacity building potential. If, for example, to
develop the partnership, your community must
invest up front, make sure your community
understands the potential benefits as well
as the risks if things don’t go as planned.
Engagement can be structured according to
your communication plan1.
A good tool to use for engagement specific
opportunities from outside business is the
“Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities,
Threats” (SWOT) analysis.
A SWOT analysis helps determine internal
and external advantages and threats. The
following provides a brief overview of some
1

See Stop 2 in In the Black: Indigenous Economic
Sustainability Roadmap for details about
communication plan development

definitions and general questions that may
guide your SWOT analysis.
Another technique, that can help you to get the
maximum benefits from a completed SWOT
Analysis is to use “The Spectator Mode”. This
involves taking a step back and looking at the
results objectively, as if you are in the stands
as a spectator watching a sports event. This is
often best achieved by reviewing your SWOT
several days or weeks after you create it, or
by having an objective outside party review it
with you and evaluate your responses.
It is also worth considering the opportunity
from a diversity of angles. While you are most
interested in the business sharing revenues
and employing membership, you can also
consider the potential for spin-off business
opportunities. For instance, the company

SWOT Analysis
Strengths – Advantages the community, or community business, has over competitors.
yy What makes your community unique?
yy What does your community/community business do well?
yy What resources are readily available?
yy What expertise do you already have?
Weaknesses – Areas that need improvement.
yy What is your community/community business (es) doing poorly?
yy What capacity do you lack?
yy What resources do you lack?
yy What area(s) need immediate improvement?
Opportunities – Trends and market gaps that create opportunity.
yy What new business opportunities are becoming available?
yy What benefits can the business offer to your community?
yy How can this opportunity further your economic development goals?
yy What would be an ideal opportunity for your community?						
Threats – External factors that can threaten the community, or community business.
yy What legislative barriers may impede the business from succeeding with your collaboration?
yy What social barriers may impede the business from succeeding with your collaboration?
yy What will you need to invest in order to make the collaboration a reality?
yy What negative impacts will the business have on the local environment and community?
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may require food and housing for workers,
janitorial services, construction, supplies and
other support services. These require little
formal training and could be good starting
businesses for community members or
your IEDC2. In time, members can develop
their technical or managerial skills and be
able to compete for higher earning jobs or
procurement opportunities. The companies
have interest in working with your community,
however to keep winning contracts your
2

community and its businesses will need to
deliver good quality of service or product.
For instance, if you are running a water taxi,
ensure the boat is up-to-date in terms of
safety and mechanical soundness. Keep it
clean and ensure crews are professional. This
will also allow those businesses to expand
services to other industries, which can create
economies of scale and ensure long-term
success that isn’t dependent on a single
outside company.

See Stop 4 Assembling a Winning Team in In the
Black: Indigenous Economic Sustainability Roadmap
for details about Indigenous Economic Development
Corporations (IEDC)

A Word Of Caution
Identifying economic development
opportunities can seem easy when
large corporations are knocking at
the door, but identifying the most
beneficial opportunities for the
community is not simple. Rather
than pro-actively planning and
opportunity searches, Indigenous
communities have tended to
be reactive to the opportunities
that present themselves. This can
mean they are not maximizing the
potential benefits of opportunities,
since they are not basing decisions
on an understanding of the entire
economic environment, nor on
their own objectives and capacities.
The key to successful economic
development for Indigenous
communities, or any other entity
for that matter, is planning. (See
In the Black: Indigenous Economic
Sustainability Roadmap, Stop 2 for
information on important planning
documents needed for economic
development.)

Guests enjoy relaxing at NK'MIP Cellars
in Osoyoos First Nation
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Stop 3 Assess Your Leadership
And Management

In order to best support economic
development, a committee of interested
and knowledgeable people from your
community should be appointed. Their role
will be to consider options and report to your
community’s leadership structures regularly.
This committee can hold some or all of the
following responsibilities:
1. Planning, developing, coordinating and
implementing economic development
strategies policies, strategies, and
initiatives in alignment with community
priorities.
2. Managing and delivering Economic
Development Projects.
3. Evaluate, prioritize and support
opportunities.
4. Preparing proposals for seed money for
businesses.
5. Developing proposals and prepare
feasibility studies.
6. Risk assessment and mitigation.
7. Developing inventories of the skills
and educational level of community
members and then working with
Education and Social Development
Departments, to ensure training is
available to match business needs.
8. Building capacity with members to take
on jobs in Indigenous business, training
board members for companies and
societies, encouraging post-secondary
training for management in business
9. Supporting employment from within the
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community.
10. Effectively separating politics from
economic priorities.
11. Drawing business investment interest
into the community by networking,
engaging local industry and actively
seeking partners.
If possible, an Economic Development Officer
(EDO) should be hired to support the planning
and work necessary to ensure your plans are
accomplished. Economic development for a
community cannot be done off the side of
someone’s desk. Because of the importance of
the EDO, below is an overview of what they do
and qualities you should look for when hiring.

What Is An EDO?
An economic development professional’s work
combines professional disciplines including
business administration, public finance, political
economics and urban planning and can be
described as a mixture of research, analysis,
planning, organizing and salesmanship. Their
job is to oversee the management of
the economic development strategy,
including:
yy Ensuring that business adheres to the
mission, vision, values and goals of the
Strategy,
yy Setting long-term objectives to meet
those goals,
yy Ensuring financial stability,
yy Assessing the strategy implementation
performance,

9. Hiring, under direction of Chief and
Council or traditional leadership,
technical support for developing
proposals or preparing feasibility
studies.

yy Establishing policies, and
yy Being the public face of the strategy.
An EDO is mandated to improve the economic
situation of the community, to find ways to
create jobs, to assist with the establishment of
businesses, and to help create the environment
in which the local economy and the community
will flourish. Some EDOs focus on job-creation
projects and helping local people with their
business ideas, while others will negotiate
deals to establish or diversify the community’s
economic base and increase economic
opportunities.

10. Negotiating Memoranda of
Understanding with potential business
partners/industry/local governments to
help advance businesses.
11. Reporting to Chief and Council or
traditional leadership on progress of
potential projects.
12. Scoping out business/economic
opportunities with businesses that are
either intending to work or are already
working in the territory.

The Role Of The EDO
The Economic Development Officer will be
tasked with activating and operating economic
development projects in the community and
their duties include the following:

13. Providing advice and guidance to the
Chief and Council and/or traditional
leadership and members about
economic development.

1. Carrying out the direction of the Chief
and Council with respect to Economic
Development.

14. Finding ways to build capacity with
members to take on jobs in Indigenous
business, training ED committee
members, encouraging post-secondary
training for management in business.

2. Implementing the Indigenous
community’s Economic Development
Plan/Strategy.

15. Working with Education and Social
Development Departments, inventorying
the skill and education level of members
in the community to know what skills are
available for corporations and what skills
need to be developed.

3. Working closely with the membership
to update economic development
plans and ensuring the interests of the
members are reflected in those plans.
4. Working closely with Indigenous
businesses to assist where possible.

16. Keeping current on developments in
economic development, as well as pots
of money for developing businesses and
training courses for members.

5. Researching and developing ideas for
businesses for community members.
6. Preparing or assisting with business and
feasibility plans.
7. Developing relationships with Chief
and Council, Traditional leadership,
community members, surrounding
businesses and local governments, and
other possible business partners.
8. Preparing proposals for seed money for
businesses.

A Sample EDO Job Description
The following generic job description, developed
by the Atlantic Policy Congress of First Nations
Chief Secretariat3 is a good example.
http://www.apcfnc.ca/images/uploads/EDO_Job_
Description.pdf: BC First Nations Economic Sustainability
for details about Indigenous Economic Development
Corporations (IEDC)

3
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JOB SUMMARY:
The Economic Development Officer (EDO)
is responsible for planning, developing,
coordinating and implementing economic
development policies, strategies and initiatives
that improve the community, socioeconomic,
and business development.
Working time is divided between the
office, meeting with community and ED
committee members, and travelling to
outlying communities and through the
province as necessary. EDOs are to use a
grass-roots perspective to locate and meet
with individuals, businesses, key contacts and
government service providers.
The EDO must be prepared to work with
excellent organizational and preparation skills
to ensure they have the necessary tools to
complete tasks while working away from the
office.
The EDO must be prepared to travel a
minimum of one to two days each week,
according to the needs of individuals,
businesses, key contacts, and government
service providers.

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:
The Economic Development Officer is
responsible for continuously developing
and maintaining knowledge required to do
the job by understanding, embracing and
contributing to the community’s economic
development plan, as an approach towards
effective planning, by collaborating effectively
to coordinate economic development.
The EDO must be familiar with background
materials and information relating to the
community and its political processes. They
must demonstrate a non-political approach
to communicate and foster relationships with
politicians, Elders and community members.
He / she must use a variety of qualitative and
quantitative methods to perform continuous
assessment of economic development needs,
including maintaining an inventory of existing
businesses, sector activities and current human
resources (labour force) in the community.
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The EDO must ensure that economic
development initiatives and opportunities are
communicated to key stakeholders.
The EDO must demonstrate good written and
oral communications skills that are relevant
to the position, as it will require the EDO to
prepare proposals for a variety of economic
development initiatives for submissions to
public and private funding sources. Must also
write project briefs, updates and final reports
for all project activities.
The EDO must maintain a sound administrative
and organizational system, develop budgets
and cash flow projections, use business
planning software, and create presentations for
public speaking opportunities. He / she must
also develop and track accomplishments related
to an ongoing work plan that will guide the
work in the community.

EDUCATION, EXPERIENCE
AND COMPETENCE:
The EDO must possess a minimum of two to
three years’ experience in business or economic
development-related positions, supplemented
by education, training or on-the-job learning in
the appropriate skill-set areas.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS:
The EDO reports to the Senior Administrative
Officer (Band Manager), and is responsive to
the Chief and Council. Prepares for Chief and
Council reports and presentations regarding
training, business, and economic development
activities at meetings, and recommends plans,
objectives and strategic opportunities for
future consideration.

EXPECTED RESULTS:
Contribute to the growth of economic
sustainability of individual and businesses
by increasing the potential and credibility
of the individuals and businesses within
the community and advocating potential
partnerships for economic development
initiatives on the work plan.

Examples Of EDO Activities
Table 1 below provides examples of economic development duties that an EDO can undertake on
behalf of the community.

Table 1: Examples of economic development duties for an EDO

Services

Strategies For Delivering Services
Maintain an “open-for-business” strategy that encourages community
entrepreneurs to approach your office for assistance.
Offer business training programs for interested parties, either delivered from
within the community’s own resources, or from outside program providers.
Encourage youth entrepreneurship training and orientation.

Business Planning
and Mentoring
Services for
Entrepreneurs

Identify community champions from within each economic sector and encourage
them to provide mentoring services to those entertaining opportunities within
those sectors.
In any contact with the community (email, newsletters, social media), develop
and deliver profiles of successful community entrepreneurs, as a tool to motivate
others.
Bring in guest speakers and host events dealing with high-priority interests such
as funding, taxation and regulatory issues. These always seem to garner high
levels of attention from entrepreneurs.
Hold higher-level business training workshops and programs for established
businesses that may require assistance in growing to their next potential level,
diversifying, or simply “surviving” in a competitive environment.
Hold workshops in writing bids and proposals.
Bring in regional non-Indigenous stakeholders to discuss any potential joint
venture or investment opportunities.
Work with funders accustomed to funding initiatives within the Indigenous
community (Aboriginal Capital Corporations, Vancity, First Citizens Fund, Islands
Trust, etc.) to establish a self-administered Microloans Fund for the community.

Creating a
Microloan Fund for
Entrepreneurs

A lending circle is when people get together to form a group loan. Everyone in
the group contributes money to the loan, and everyone gets a chance at taking
the loan out.
Research and consider the applicability of Lending Circles for your community,
whereby small amounts of funds are advanced to lower-income community
members to start a business that can create income for them. http://lendingcircles.
org/ ; http://www.collaborativefinance.org/community/lending-circles.
Approach “Lending Circle” funders who advance monies to a group undertaking
this economic development avenue https://www.vancity.com/BusinessBanking/
Financing/Loans/SmallBusinessAndStartup/circle/

Online and Virtual
Training and
Mentoring

As a valuable resource for interested entrepreneurs, consider funding online
business planning software such as LivePlan. https://www.liveplan.com/ It has
shown itself to be user-friendly, effective and an excellent tool for capacity
development. There are a number of others as well.
Consider developing (or contracting to develop) and hosting a series of online
training and mentoring workshops, particularly for the more rural community
members.
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Services

The Entrepreneurs’
Resource Library

Strategies For Delivering Services
Funding resource handbooks can be valuable guides to identify funding: http://
www.regionalbusiness.ca/images/pdfs/funding_handbook.pdf and http://www.vnfc.
ca/downloads/entreprenaur.pdf. These handbooks also provide contact information
and program criteria, so they are all-encompassing guides. However, a note of
caution needs to be exercised as these represent “snapshots” at the time of their
compilation; programs and contacts change regularly.
There is a funding handbook as well for Indigenous artists, and can be found at
http://www.vnfc.ca/downloads/vnfc-indigenous-artists-workshop-resource-handbook.

Building
Entrepreneurship
by “Training the
Trainers”

Financial
Matchmaking for
Entrepreneurs

Focus

Proactive

Wherever possible, build a network of others within the community (or from
outside the community) that can take on part of your role as trainer / mentor. This
is an important resource for the EDO to develop to assure that all those wouldbe and existing entrepreneurs receive the attention and support they require to
move forward with their businesses.
Design and facilitate a process whereby any entrepreneur can receive handson assistance in approaching, dealing with and responding to the needs of
Indigenous funding sources.
Hold workshops on funding and host guest speakers.
Liaise very regularly with key stakeholders from within all the funding agencies,
ministries, banks and foundations that can, in whole or in part, fund a community
enterprise.
Build on the foundation of businesses already existing within the community, as
they represent the building blocks of entrepreneurship.
While large projects have the glamour and appeal of job creation and investment,
it is proven that large projects and employers drive away small companies and net
effect of employment is not always as significant as generally expected.
The EDO must generally maintain a proactive approach in economic development,
seeking out relationships and opportunities, and promoting the “brand” of
the community as seen by outside players and government. This also includes
attending conferences, events, trade shows and networking engagements.
Beyond the scope of working with entrepreneurs, a key area of the EDO function
is to interact with Chief and Council in strategic planning and opportunity viability
/ feasibility assessment. This includes a certain focus on the following:
Maintaining close liaisons with regional private and public stakeholders regarding
upcoming areas of opportunity for the community.

Participate in
the “Big Picture”
Planning

Commissioning (or carrying out) Feasibility Studies, Risk Assessments, SWOT
Analyses and Viability Assessments for any larger-scale opportunities identified by
the EDO or Chief and Council.
Monitoring and completing (or commissioning the completion of) bids and
proposals, responding to Requests for Qualifications (RFQs) or Requests for
Proposals (RFPs).
Maintaining liaisons with neighbouring Indigenous communities to identify any
potential economic opportunities.
Continuously researching the media, trade magazines, Indigenous journals and
websites to remain apprised of existing or upcoming opportunities. One such
example is the legalization of medical marijuana (and, as of October 2018, nonmedical marijuana) and the implications for Indigenous providers.
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Stop 4

Set Parameters For Collaborative
Economic Development With
Outside Agencies

“We will know we have achieved economic
reconciliation when First Nations are seen as
a business imperative rather than a business
impediment.”4
The success of any collaborative business
venture is determined by the quality of its
relationships.
In “Building Relationships with First Nations”,
the Province of British Columbia outlines
several components and activities that it
considers essential to successful Indigenous –
Industry relationships, including:
yy That the company demonstrate recognition
of First Nations’ ties to the land or traditional
territory in written form.
yy That companies be open to receiving
guidance from an Indigenous oversight
committee that will supervise project
activities and “address cultural issues,
economic priorities, and environmental
values.”
yy That Indigenous environmental
monitoring can balance project activities
with traditional values regarding
environmental stewardship.
yy That community members can take on
management responsibilities, or roles
on the company’s board to facilitate the
exchange of knowledge and provide
oversight.

4
First Nations Sustainable Economic Development & Fiscal
Relation Strategy: Round 2 Dialogue Summary Report, BC
Assembly of First Nations

yy That companies provide employment
to community members and/or direct
funding training programs or education.
yy That companies consider agreements
that can include the company providing
direct financial contributions to the
community to support its participation.
yy That arrangements may include providing
the community with service and supply
arrangements.
yy That companies consider supporting
communities to undertake traditional use
studies and environmental assessments.
yy That protocols be established that get
in writing agreed-upon processes for
engaging, sharing information and
clarifying roles and responsibilities.
yy That the collaboration will provide the
community with a direct stake in the
project.
yy That profit or benefit sharing
provides revenues to First Nations for
development within their traditional
territories.
yy That a process be developed for resolving
disputes when they arise, which they
almost certainly will.
Further, establishing and maintaining
constructive working relationships between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous entities
require the following three key factors:
1. First Nations’ meaningful involvement
from the start;
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Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation owns the Best Western Tin Wis Resort in Tofino on the
Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation owns the Best Western TinWest
Wis Resort
inVancouver
Tofino on the
Coast of
Island.
West Coast of Vancouver Island

2. An accessible and established conflict
resolution process; and
3. Regular communication.
You, as leaders, support collaborations by
preparing policies and a legislative framework
that supports economic development
according to the community vision, values
and strategy. By-laws, regulations, codes,
policies, and procedures need to be in place
to carry out actions outlined in the economic
development plans. For example, by-laws
regarding reserve land may need to be created
or updated to enable certain commercial
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activities, like the development of lands for
retail space. Complementary policies and
other governance tools will create mechanisms
for accountability that guide the community
leaders in decision-making. You will also want
to establish rules around communication and
engagement.

Municipal Relationship
Protocol
The increasing need for governments,
especially municipalities (which often exist

in closer physical proximity to Indigenous
communities), to engage Indigenous
communities in economic development
and planning activities has led to a number
of arrangements aimed at strengthening
intergovernmental relationships. MOUs and
other types of agreements help partners clarify
roles and responsibilities, set out parameters
for project work and engagement, and
minimize the threat of conflict.
The Union of British Columbia Municipalities
(UBCM) identifies several types of agreements
Indigenous communities and municipalities
can undertake and their associated purposes,
as follows:
yy Cooperation and communication
agreements
–– Most of these agreements establish
guidelines or principles for improving
communication and dialogue
between the parties.
yy Parks and recreation agreements
–– These agreements may focus on
cooperative park development and
acknowledge Aboriginal rights and
interests in the land.
–– They may outline specific actions
related to information-sharing
processes and a commitment to
work together in cooperative park
management.
yy Economic development and land-use
agreements
–– Such agreements facilitate regional
economic development that respects
Aboriginal rights and title.

–– Generally, such agreements are
designed to develop and promote
employment opportunities for
Indigenous people.
–– Some agreements may focus
on developing capacity for selfgovernment.
yy Resource management agreements
–– These agreements typically focus
on the joint management of water
resources and may address issues
related to broader environmental
management.
The same UBCM handbook outlines the
benefits of Protocols, MOUs and other formal
agreements between Indigenous communities
and local governments, as follows:
yy Creating a new level of understanding
between Indigenous communities
and local governments in areas of
governance;
yy Allowing for coordinated communication
and cooperation;
yy Encouraging strategic thinking for joint
economic opportunities;
yy Providing a degree of certainty for
Indigenous communities and local
government aspirations;
yy Avoiding controversy/conflict before it
happens; and
yy Assisting in the development of a
sustainable relationship based on mutual
regard for each other’s culture, history,
values, interests, perspectives, operating
environments and vision.

–– They will likely include parameters
around land use servicing and
planning.
yy Capacity development partnership
agreements
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Fostering Relations With Municipalities:
Penticton Indian Band And The City Of Penticton
To meet an increasing need for commercial and industrial development in the southern
Okanagan region, in 2016, Penticton Indian Band (PIB) and the City of Penticton entered
into an historic agreement that delivers joint economic benefits and sets out the
groundwork for the development of future joint ventures.
In the agreement, PIB agreed to zone a portion of its reserve lands for commercial and
light industrial uses, which will benefit the city through the creation of more jobs and
investment in the region. In return, the City of Penticton agreed to share 10% of the
Host Local Government (HLG) casino revenue with the band, look into a new model of
tourism marketing that will benefit both the city and PIB, and work with PIB to develop
facilities infrastructure. This agreement is the first of its kind between a municipality and
an Indigenous comunity and offers both parties the opportunity for continued economic
development together.

Stop 5 Determine The Structure
Of Your Relationship

Strategic alliances between Indigenous
communities and Industry, government, or
other Indigenous communities can increase
the ability of an Indigenous community, or its
business, to:
yy Manage access and uses of its lands and
resources;
yy Access capital and resources;
yy Reach customers;
yy Establish a competitive advantage in a
region or sector;
yy Reduce risk and costs;
yy Achieve goals and objectives.
Strategic alliances can be informal or
formal agreements that allow Indigenous
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communities and associated businesses to
organize around economic development
planning.

Overview Of Key Tools
For Business Alliance And
Economic Cooperation
There are many tools that an Indigenous
community can expect to use when
establishing a working relationship with
industry, government, or other Nations, like a
joint venture or a partnership. Tools that help
facilitate these arrangements generally include,
but at not limited to:
yy Letter of Intent

yy Letter of Understanding
yy Memorandum of Understanding
yy Term Sheet
yy Confidentiality Agreement
yy Management Committee
The information that follows contains an
overview of tools identified by Terrace Economic
Development’s First Nations Joint Venture
Partnership Tool Kit (2012) as important to
building Indigenous business relations.
Letter of Intent: The letter of intent (LOI), or
letter of interest, formalizes an initial proposal
made by one party to another and serves as
more of a roadmap for all parties on what will
be discussed in further negotiations. Generally,
LOIs are non-binding, but certain terms may
be binding, such as the inclusion of a nondisclosure agreement, financing specifics, or
important dates and deadlines.
LOIs will typically undergo several revisions
between the parties until the parameters for
negotiation have been established. According
to the Corporate Financing Institute (2016)
some contents of an LOI will include:

previous discussion, such as:
yy The basic principles of engagement
between parties;
yy The objectives of the partnership;
yy The meeting schedule;
yy Confidentiality clauses; and
yy A description of the partners.
For more information on how to write a
LOU and to view a sample LOU between an
Indigenous community and business entity,
visit: http://howtowritealetter.net/letter-ofunderstanding.html and http://terraceinfo.ca/
images/uploads/documents/TEDA_FN_JVP_
Pkg_Update_Feb_23_2012.pdf
Memorandum of Understanding: A
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), is a
more detailed document that builds on the
LOU and indicates that a legal contract is
imminent. MOUs may discuss:
yy Costs associated with joint efforts;
yy Details of collaboration;
yy Desired outcomes;

yy Transaction overview and structure

yy Specific projects, including scopes and
timeframes; and

yy Timeline

yy Duration of the MOU.

yy Due diligence
yy Confidentiality
yy Exclusivity
For more information on how to write an
LOI, please visit: https://www.thebalancesmb.
com/create-a-letter-of-intent-for-businessdeals-4153020 and https://www.template.
net/business/letters/sample-simple-letter-ofintent/
Letter of Understanding: The Letter of
Understanding (LOU) is typically one of the
first agreements entered into by Indigenous
communities and a proponent. It confirms the
verbal agreements made between parties in a

For more information on how to write
an MOU, visit: https://www.investopedia.
com/terms/m/mou.asp, and http://www.
apapracticecentral.org/business/collaboration/
partnership-agreements.aspx
LOIs, LOUs and MOUs are not contracts and
are generally understood to be non-binding
documents, unless they include binding terms,
like non-disclosure agreements, financing
information, and key dates and deadlines.
A lawyer should always be consulted when
drafting such documents to ensure that the
intent of the document is clearly reflected in
the language used throughout.
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Reframing A Problem As A Shared Opportunity:
China Creek Micro-Hydro Project
The China Creek Micro-Hydro Project serves as an example of a successful multi-partner
project between Indigenous communities, the private sector, and government.
In the early 2000s, BC Hydro planned to develop a natural gas-fired electrical generation
plant in Port Alberni. The project met opposition from the Hupacasath First Nation and
other local groups concerned with the resulting impacts on air quality. Using traditional
values of environmental sustainability as a guiding principle, the Hupacasath First
Nation proposed an alternative solution. They developed a business plan that would
support community economic development, address their environmental stewardship
responsibilities, and meet the demand for electricity in the city.
In 2006, the Hupacasath First Nation launched the China Creek Micro-Hydro Project via the
Upnit Power Corporation. The micro-hydro dam is 72.5% Hupacasath-owned, with minority
partners from Ucluelet First Nation (10%), Synex International Subsidiaries (12.5%), and the
City of Port Alberni (5%). As managing partner (General Partner), Upnit Power Corporation is
responsible for the day-to-day operations.
It took Hupacasath over five years to launch this successful project; success factors include
the Nation’s patience in project planning and construction of the dam, its pursuit and
procurement of partners, and its adherence to traditional values around environmental
sustainability.

Term Sheet: Where equity in a new or existing
business will be part of an arrangement, a
Term Sheet is commonly developed by the
parties. A Term Sheet sets out the actual terms
of the investment that are negotiated later
based on the term sheet. In essence, a Term
Sheet is a conditional offer consisting of five
key documents that set out the parameters of
investment:
1. The stock purchase agreement;
2. Investor rights agreement;
3. Certificate of incorporation;
4. Right Of First Refusal (ROFR) co-sale
agreement; and
5. Voting agreement.
Although a Term Sheet is not considered a
legal document, a lawyer and relevant experts
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should be consulted when developing this
document.
To view sample Term Sheets, visit: http://
terraceinfo.ca/images/uploads/documents/
TEDA_FN_JVP_Pkg_Update_Feb_23_2012.pdf
Confidentiality Agreement: Most Indigenous
communities value maintaining confidentiality
around their business dealings and land
use and businesses typically wish to protect
information that may be useful to competitors.
To foster trust and enable open dialogue in
business dealings, a confidentiality agreement
is a suitable tool for protecting the interests
of all parties when developing a working
relationship.
For a sample confidentiality agreement,
visit: http://terraceinfo.ca/images/uploads/
documents/TEDA_FN_JVP_Pkg_Update_
Feb_23_2012.pdf

Indigenous people across the province can travel many routes to prosperity in 			
today's economic environment

Management Committee: Some partners
develop a Management Committee/Board
who ensure the goals of the joint business or
project are being achieved. This leadership
body is typically made up of representatives
from both parties who provide strategic
direction to the business, ensure activities
are properly managed, and monitor the
business to ensure adherence to its principles,
objectives, and values.
For more information on management
committees, visit: http://www.
diycommitteeguide.org/resource/role-ofmanagement-committee

Collaboration Tools
Working with or partnering with existing
businesses can offer excellent financial
opportunities. It is strongly recommended
that you, as leaders of your community, work
with a business law professional to structure
the relationship for mutual benefit and to
shield your community from unneeded risk.
Moreover, you will want to do all in your
power to avoid the “resource curse”5, which
Auty, R.M. 1993. Sustaining development in mineral
economies: The resource curse thesis. London. Routledge.

5

refers to a paradox where communities with
an abundance of natural resources tend to
have less economic growth, less democracy,
and worse development outcomes than
communities with fewer natural resources.
Fortunately a lot of work has been done to
develop strategies that encourage good
governance from Indigenous communities
and best practices for companies. Below
we’ll discuss some collaboration options to
consider.

Impact And Benefits
Agreement (IBA)
An Impact and Benefits Agreement (IBA) is
a contractual agreement signed between a
company (often a natural-resources extractive
company) and the Indigenous communities
which would be impacted by operations.
Examples include that between a mining
company or fish farm and Indigenous
communities. While it isn’t legally required
that these companies enter into these
agreements, it does provide social license to
operate and can bring many benefits to the
company, including respectful interactions
with public (e.g. less protests) and access
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Usually such contracts outline the following:
yy The purpose of the joint venture
yy Each party's contribution to the business
yy Details on each party's share of the
business
yy How business is to be conducted
between the parties
A JVA should always be drafted with the
assistance of a lawyer. For more information
on how to write a joint venture agreement
and to see a sample document, visit: https://
legaltemplates.net/form/joint-ventureagreement/ and http://terraceinfo.ca/images/
uploads/documents/TEDA_FN_JVP_Pkg_
Update_Feb_23_2012.pdf
Talking Rock Golf Resort in Chase
features a dynamic 18 hole golf course

to willing and trained workers. Indigenous
communities, on the other hand, receive
long-term benefits including revenue sharing,
jobs, access to procurement spending, and
a voice to more environmentally sustainable
operations.

Joint Ventures
The Joint Venture Agreement (JVA) is a
contractual arrangement between two
or more parties that allows them to work
together for mutual benefit without
surrendering ownership. These arrangements
are developed for a variety of reasons,
including access to capital and resources,
sharing and building knowledge and
expertise, and building relationships for future
opportunities.
A JVA permits each party to work together
and share the risks and rewards of business
without undertaking a full partnership, which
entails the creation of a new legal entity.
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Full And Limited
Partnerships
A business partnership agreement is a
contract between two parties that details
management of the business, partnership
investments, and how payments will be
handled.
Whereas general partnership agreements
deal more strictly with business matters,
partnership arrangements for Indigenous
communities often set out conditions needed
to foster economic and social development
as well as address business matters. Some
common elements of Indigenous partnership
agreements might include:
yy Building management capacity
yy Acquiring business experience
yy Building wealth to support community
programs and initiatives
yy Building local business
yy Creating employment
yy Maintaining community and cultural values.

Below is an outline of the sections commonly
found within a general partnership agreement:
yy Name of the partnership, purpose,
term, details of the partners and their
designations
yy Business activities
yy Management of the partnership
yy Decision Making
yy Meetings of the partners
yy Capital Contributions
yy Profit distributions
yy Financial reporting & taxation methods
yy Transfers of partnership interests
yy Termination of the partnership
yy Resolution of disputes
In a general partnership, parties can incur
obligations on behalf of the partnership
and each partner assumes unlimited liability
for the partnership’s debts. While exclusive
arrangements for an extended period of

time can be helpful in creating a competitive
advantage for an Indigenous community or
its business, this may result in constraining
future business development by limiting the
ability of that Indigenous community to take
advantage of other business opportunities.
Limited partnerships are a method of
operating a business that combines
advantages of a general partnership with
those of incorporation, like tax benefits and
the ability to deduct losses associated with
the business from other sources of income.
In this partnership structure, at least one
general partner is responsible for the daily
operations of the business, Indigenous
investors participating as limited partners
will often want to retain some control over
the management of the business to protect
their investment and remain accountable to
community members.
For a sample partnership agreement, visit:
https://www.lawdepot.ca/contracts/
partnership-agreement/#.Wm9v46inGUk

And Evaluating
Stop 6 Operating
A Collaborative Business
With time, the capacity of your community
to engage with the business will grow and it
will serve you best to separate the business
practices of your community from the politics.
At this stage, you will want to investigate the
potential to develop an IEDC. An IEDC is an
economic and business development arm of
an Indigenous community that operates at
arm’s length from the leadership bodies. An
IEDC can invest in, or manage, subsidiary

businesses for the benefit of the community
members who are their stakeholders. For more
information, In the Black: Indigenous Economic
Sustainability Roadmap Stop 3 or the Booklet:
Indigenous Economic Development Corporation
Roadmap Stop 7.
Once the collaboration has been vetted with
the community and formalized legally, the
Economic Development Committee and
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More than a paddling venture to enjoy the great outdoors in Tsleil-Waututh Nation territory in
Belcarra, Takaya Tours offers colourful story telling to give visitors the history of the culture

the EDO should maintain regular reviews of
the working relationship. This may involve
quarterly meetings with the company, periodic
surveys of community membership to identify
benefits and gaps, regular reviews of how
economic benefits to the community are being
used, and transparent communication.
After your partnership is up and running,
routine evaluations will ensure that problems
do not become chronic and that you can
capitalize on changing business environments
and emerging opportunities. Measuring
economic results is critical for economic
development in Indigenous communities. It
helps to demonstrate the impact and outcomes
and the ways in which it supports and deepens
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the community’s values and priorities.
Measuring economic results accomplishes the
following:
yy Provides a “snapshot” of how a
community is doing economically.
yy When comparing between time periods
(recommended every six months), the
measure provides indicators of change,
both positive and negative.
yy Identifies where gaps may be in the
economic sector of a community, (i.e.,
which assets are being underutilized).
yy Further identifies the sectors that are

contributing the most to the community’s
economic activity, and well-being.
yy Highlights what sectors might demand
the introduction of training programs,
certification, or entrepreneurial training
and mentoring.
yy Allows the community decision-makers

to compare the results against any
strategic planning previously carried
out, or, alternatively, provides a basis for
future strategic planning focus.
yy Helps deliver “best land-use and asset
allocation planning” by identifying what
economic activity is best utilizing the
community’s assets.

Stop 7 Where Do We Go From Here?
Indigenous peoples are key players in
determining Canada’s economic future. A
special report by TD Economics notes the
following trends:
1. Recognitions of rights and title is
changing the nature of Indigenous
participation in Canada’s economy.
2. Increasing access to resources and
capital, settlements, interim measures,
specific claims, businesses and related
activity, and other portfolios of financial
and real assets, has increased the
influence of Indigenous people in the
Canadian economy.
3. Canada’s Indigenous youth represents
the fastest-growing domestic
demographic in Canada, although
significant gaps in access to education,
infrastructure and training may hold this
demographic back in urban and rural
areas.
4. Indigenous groups are now seen as
important partners in the development
of land, major projects, resource
extraction, procurement opportunities,
and other economic activity across

the country. Driven by both precedent
in the courts as well as international
recognition (UNDRIP, FPIC) and Federal,
Provincial and industry reconciliation
initiatives.
5. Indigenous businesses are growing.
Aboriginal rights, interests and
significant land holdings, along with
rapidly growing business opportunities,
particularly in the resource sector, offer
an opportunity to improve Indigenous
economic outcomes and open up
the potential of Canada’s economic
opportunities. In addition, the growing
numbers of Indigenous youth represent
an opportunity for the country to meet
its impending future demand for labour
posed by an aging workforce.

BC Indigenous
Demographics
And Trends
According to the 2016 census, the population
of Indigenous people in BC was 5.9% of the
total BC population. The majority of the
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Indigenous population reported a single
Aboriginal identity – either First Nations,
Métis or Inuk (Inuit).
The provincial government identifies nine
key sectors that remain the foundation of the
Province’s economic development and have
the most potential for growth. These sectors
include:
yy Advanced Manufacturing
yy Agrifoods
yy Forestry
yy International Education
yy Mining & Energy
yy Natural Gas
yy Technology & Innovation, including
Clean Tech & Digital Media
yy Tourism
yy Transportation
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In addition to these nine key sectors, the
Provincial government also identifies
climate leadership, international trade, and
small business development as important
cross-sector areas that will help drive
competitiveness across the economy,
supporting current and future growth in the
province. These three areas were viewed as
driving forces for BC economic growth, and
cross cut all areas of the economy when the
provincial government updated its Job Plan in
2017.
The time is ripe for Indigenous leaders,
looking to create partnerships with business
in BC. We have a strong economy and are
moving towards better and more positive
relationships between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous communities. We hope
this booklet and the larger companion
document In the Black: Indigenous Economic
Sustainability Roadmap gives you the
inspiration and tools to begin, support and
expand your economic development journey.

